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Introduction
• Pollution is a global problem 

with no boundaries

• Space-based  tools are the 
best way to map global 
distribution of air pollution

• This talk will highlight satellite 
remote sensing of regional 
and intercontinental aerosol 
pollution



All Pollution is not equal!



Messy Problem
• Climate

• Visibility

• Health

• Hydrology

Visibility



Aerosols/Clouds



Emissions



From one country to another



Research Studies



Pollution – 30 years later



Pollution affects rice harvest



GLOBAL AIR POLLUTION
o Half of world’s     
population now lives in  
urban areas

o Continues to grow at  
2%  per year



MEGA CITIES
> 10 million

Cities

Environmental stress due to urbanization



Awareness is first step?

Without monitoring it is not possible to implement 
policy



No boundaries for pollution



Measurements can help policy

Unhealthy



How do we monitor air pollution 

today?

Ground measurements of 
particulate matter mass 
microgram per cubic meter.

Developed countries have 
multiple measurement 
stations

Developing countries have 
very few - even in urban 
areas



Even if we had a lot of ground-

based measurements?

It is difficult to know where 
Pollution originates from

With only ground

Measurements

Hard to measure every 
square mile
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Transport of 
Pollutants



Canadian influx



Atlantic Transport

Smoke, pollution 
transport across 
the Atlantic

USA –
Europe/Africa 
interchange



Asian-American Express

Gains in domestic control 
Strategy offset by
Long range transport of 
pollution



Central America
MODIS RAMS-AROMAMay 10, 2003



Asia - Australia



The best of both worlds

Satellite AND Ground-based



Satellites cannot cure all 
problems

• Satellite images are 
only snap shots

• Satellite-
information in 
models are the best 
way to “forecast”
events
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What do we have now for
Aerosol Remote Sensing



Summary

• Monitoring air pollution is critical

• Ground-based information is limited 

• High quality satellite measurements are now 
available to monitor air pollution

• Our hands-on workshop tomorrow will 
demonstrate how participants can access and 
analyze satellite data

• Satellite information in combination with 
measurements and models can provide 
forecasts of air pollution events

• Data sharing is important among nations


